7 WAYS TO
FIGHT WEIGHT
GAIN
AT HOME (DURING
COVID)

The situation we are in right now is quite unique & many
of us have been & still are, spending more time at home
than ever before. Over the year nutritional intake has
been compromised & weight gain has resulted for many
people & several reasons account for this.
This NEW Guide covers the main traps to be aware of & 7 ways to avoid
weight gain at home. These tips should assist you if you are trying to lose
as well as, maintain your weight.
If the second wave of the Pandemic has you reaching for 'Comfort Foods'
or eating more due to anxiety, stress or boredom, you’re not alone. As
well as emotional upheaval leading to emotional eating, a lack of
structure to your day, an inadequate food supply, a greater reliance on
takeaway or home delivered meals, more access to temptations &
inadequate activity levels, are all potential consequences of spending a
larger percentage of our time at home.
These consequences can contribute to excessive calorie (kilojoule) intake
and/ or reduced energy expenditure, contributing to weight gain (or
weight plateaus, if you are trying to lose weight).

(I) CREATE STRUCTURE IN
YOUR DAY
Some of us are working at home & others have just more
time on their hands because of limitations with social
engagements, hobbies, studying, sports & many other
activities. Without the routine & structure of study, work
or other planned activities, problems can occur…
Be careful as without structured time, your meals can
become haphazard, infrequent or unbalanced. In addition,
many people find that extra free time can lead to more
time eating.
SOLUTIONS
Create structure in your day with your activities, chores, and/or work &
keep busy. If you feel bored, then have other activities or hobbies that you
enjoy around you that you can pursue when the time arises so eating
doesn’t become your hobby. (See more details in Point II)
Keep to regular, balanced meals so you don’t become over hungry and
then make unwise choices or eat excessively. Also limit time spent in the
kitchen especially in-between meals, if this increases the chance that you
will snack.

(II) TACKLE EMOTIONAL EATING OR
DRINKING
How we feel can lead to extra eating not related to hunger, for
many people, leading to unwanted kilojoules and often, weight
gain. At this unique time, many feelings such as anxiety, stress,
depression & boredom can increase**.
Address your mood rather than ‘smothering it’ with food. If eating (or
drinking alcohol) is your primary coping mechanism when emotionally
triggered then it is best learn how to firstly identify your feeling (emotion).
Then next, if you can & wish to, aim to change the situation causing the
emotional distress. If you cannot, or do not choose to, take action to change
events which lead to the feeling, learn how to cope with the feeling in a more
appropriate, healthy way.

When feeling emotional – Remember the 4 D’s: Deep breathe, Drink water,
Delay, Distract & Do something else! If you aren’t hungry, DON’T EAT!
The most common emotional eating trigger is boredom. Many people are
finding they have more free time on their hands, leading to boredom. For
most of my clients, I have found ‘Boredom’ to be the biggest 'trigger’ at this
time, so for this reason, I have included more information on this trigger
below in this brief guide…

Boredom
Idle time can create idle hands, minds & mouths! If idle hours lead to extra
‘non-hunger triggered’ snacks then the following tips should help…
SOLUTIONS
Ask yourself… ‘What beats eating, right now?’ Have alternative, competing
activities available, to draw your attention away from food.
Management: Using the ideas outlined on the next page, write up your own
list & make sure you have your list available to refer to when boredom
strikes. Interesting, creative or productive activities will distract you from
eating, as will everyday necessary tasks.
Prevention: Timetable particular activities at particular times or days of the
week when the risk of becoming bored is high, to prevent boredom striking,
in the first place.

EXAMPLES TO TACKLE
BOREDOM EATING
1) Necessary Tasks
Chores
Business calls/emails, studying, washing
the car, gardening, cleaning the home
office, organising, housework etc.
Hygiene
Taking a bath, washing your hair,
painting your nails, or giving yourself a
facial.
Cooking
Planning ahead the week’s menu or
shopping list, cooking favourite healthy (of
course) recipes for the next meal (or a
few meals), and freezing the leftovers.

2) Enjoyable Activities
Exercise
Taking the dog for a walk, walking to
the shop or riding your push bike to the
beach or shops.
Get organised
Plan your goals for the month, the year
or your life. Plan activities for the
current period of time, as well as for the
future, when limitations are relaxed.
Consider, work, family, hobbies, sports &
holidays.
Friends/Family
Due to some current restrictions with
group size, current (physical) meetings
may need to be adjusted to smaller
groups of people but over time this is
relaxing.

Consider instead…
Ringing, texting, messaging, emailing or
Zooming or Skyping (Video chat). Consider a
‘Zoom’ party? Perhaps get out those board
games, cards & jigsaw puzzles, dust them off
& play them with your friends or your family.
Read
Read a newspaper, a magazine or a book
(print, eBook or Audio book).
Music, Television
Listen to your favourite music, watch TV or
a movie.
Hobbies, sports
Don’t limit your imagination. Consider
bush walking, sewing, pottery, playing music,
collecting recipes, painting, drawing,
gardening, camping, becoming an expert at
propagating indoor plants e.g. Bonsai or
orchards, making presents or cards instead
of buying them, e.g. dried flower
arrangements, yoga, or learn how to massage
or play piano using Utube.
Employment
If you are not working & would like
employment, try looking for a part time or
full time job, or do volunteer work. Consider
the local kindergarten or school canteen,
Meals on wheels, church or Animal welfare
groups with their work.
Join something
Join an online club, educational class or
Facebook group. Particularly if you want to
learn a new hobby or upgrade your skills, it
may be necessary to take lessons.

(III) PLAN YOUR FOOD
SHOPPING…
To ensure an adequate, nutritious, varied &
tasty food supply
PLAN your shopping: - Ensure you have ample, healthy, tasty & varied
meal & snack options at home, by planning you shopping trips or online
order, carefully. This will ensure your tastebuds do not feel deprived or
hungry & therefore assist you with resisting excessive snacking on unwise
food choices or resorting to unhealthy, ‘Fast foods’.
CHECK your pantry, fridge & freezer stock & consider the meals/ recipes
you wish to prepare for the fortnight (or week) before finalising your
shopping list, so you don’t double up on items or omit any.
SWEET-TOOTH? Try some of the healthy & weight friendly cakes, muffins &
desserts from my Australian Healthy Cooking Guide*…

CONSIDER ONLINE ORDERS for home delivery of supermarket groceries &
fresh fruit & vegetables, to get to ensure a regular, fresh supply.

(IV) ENSURE A READY
SUPPLY OF MEALS
By doing 'marathon cook ups'...
then freeze
If you are shopping less, or if there is a shortage of
particular foods or ingredients, it is more important that
you have a ready supply of nutritious foods and meals.
Don't be a slave in the kitchen! Cook in bulk & have regular cooking
marathons on a day when you are not working or when you have more free
time. Then this way, you can freeze (or refrigerate) extra serves & then
reheat when required. Then when you have a busy day, all you need to do
when you arrive home hungry, is to defrost & warm up a ‘ready’ made meal.
Select dishes that freeze or refrigerate well like soups, casseroles, curries,
chillies and spaghetti sauces. Not only are they nutritious but they will help
you stop overeating by helping you feel full. Also be sure to use lean meats
& limit oil use in cooking.
Balance out your meals. Include lots of 'free' & non-starchy, colourful,
green, red & orange vegetables with your meals. Not only are they
nutritious but they will help you stop overeating by helping you feel full.
Include also some lean protein- lean meat, chicken, fish or legumes & limit
oil use in cooking.

More details about these books and the Chooz to Looz
program are at the end of this guide.

(V) EATING OUT/
ORDERING IN/
TAKEAWAY –
CHOOSE WISELY
Many people have had more home delivered meals, pickup &
takeaway, during the present time although have not
particularly, ‘eaten out’ as often. With endless order options
available, trying to select the best choices can be a minefield
and if you make a mistake the calories can add up very
quickly!
Choose carefully & wisely especially if you’re doing this often. Most outlets &
menus have some suitable choices. Selecting lower fat, lower sugar &
healthier options means less fried foods, creamy sauces/ dressings, butter, oil
& cream & more vegetables, salads & lean proteins like legumes, meat, chicken
or seafood.
Examine carefully, foods that may be deep fried. Anything 'crumbed' is
almost always deep fried like schnitzels or crumbed fish. If you are not sure
about the cooking methods used don’t be afraid to ask.
Select lower kilojoule options (where possible). Many outlets also list the
kilojoules with the menu or takeaway items so this should assist you.
The Chooz to Looz book ‘Healthy Eating Out’ Guide* & the Chooz to Looz weight
loss program* will be able to guide you with more details & show you how to
manage & avoid the traps & the best choices in all eating out situations
including takeaways, over 10 international restaurants, parties, dinner parties,
celebrations, work lunches & much more.

(VI) LIMIT TEMPTATIONS (HIGH
CALORIE, LOW NUTRIENT
FOODS)
Being at home more often, may increase access to
tempting high kilojoule foods - if they are in the house.
And if you sometimes eat when you are bored, then this
may result in ‘double dipping’ on 2 triggers which makes
the urge to eat even stronger.…
'Out of sight, Out of house, Out of mind, Out of mouth' Life is easier with
fewer temptations around then you don’t always have to rely on
“Willpower”. Willpower may not always be strong - it ebbs & flows. So limit
temptations in the house, especially if you feel you are at risk of
overindulging, or if you find it hard to stop, once you start…
Get support from other family members so that you can limit particular
food choices at home that are too tempting for you. Keep for others, those
indulgences that aren’t your favourites.

Plan your shopping list & stick to it. When you do the shopping be careful
with what ends up in your trolley. Only you know yourself best. Even if an item
is ‘on special’, it is not a saving if it ends up on your waist.
Plan your supermarket route. Wear ‘blinkers’ down (or avoid) the sweets isle
(if this is a problem for you) & avoid the checkout with the chocolate bars
staring at you.
Consider online delivery. A benefit of online shopping (if you do this) is that
you don’t physically see or smell the temping foods that might have crossed
your path, so it’s easier on the willpower.
I advise my clients to limit, not completely avoid, "Indulgences." If you are on the
Chooz to looz weight loss program*, you will have an ‘Extras’ or ‘Indulgence’
allowance & this helps avoid feelings of deprivation which can lead to binge
eating & ‘Yoyo’ dieting. It is important however to select your choices carefully,
control the amount, eat slowly & enjoy your 'Indulgences', without the guilt.

(VII) CONSIDER CREATIVE
EXERCISE (OR ACTIVITY)
OPTIONS
Just because you might be ‘grounded’ with the current restrictions
or limitations, it doesn’t mean you need to shelve your activity or
exercise plans. You just need to be flexible, and if required, modify
your exercise program or usual activities.
If you played a team sport or went to the gym or worked out in a group, then
of course you will need to modify this. Some people will not be affected at all
here if for example, walking their dog and gardening was their main activity.

Ideas to consider...
Exercise at home, possibly at night time, if you work during the day.
Use an exercise machine like a treadmill, an exercise bike or a Stairmaster.
You can often ride these machines while participating in another activity,
like watching TV, listening to music or reading a book. Deciding to first of all
hire one of these machines and then possibly buy later, if suited to you & it
doesn’t end up becoming used as a ‘Clothes Horse’, is a wise idea.
Buy or borrow exercise DVD’s, or use one of the many Exercise Apps that
are now available & use at a time that suit you.
Exercise outdoors if you enjoy it. You may still be able to walk, cycle or do
other activities. Perhaps go on a bush or beach walk with the family?

Remember these Exercise Benefits…
Apart from improving heart-lung fitness & burning extra kilojoules, exercise
stimulates the “Feel Good” chemicals in your brain – the endorphins, dopamine
& serotonin. These neurotransmitters not only regulate your mood but
increasing your levels can also help improve your appetite & sleep cycles which
are often negatively affected by anxiety, stress & depression. Physical activity
also helps balance your stress hormones including adrenaline. By doing so it
also provides a satiety effect & therefore reduces appetite! And these are great
benefits if you are trying to lose or control your weight!

USEFUL RESOURCES &
PRODUCTS
CHOOZ TO LOOZ Weight Loss program. All the options
mentioned in this Guide can be incorporated with the
Chooz to Looz Weight Loss program. Managing 'Eating
Out' & all aspects of 'Emotional eating' are also covered
in the Chooz to Looz program.
Chooz to Looz, foundered by Caron Milham, Dietitian, is
available as an Individual program and as an On- Line
Course and Group Program.
Further details: www.chooztolooz.com
THE AUSTRALIAN HEALTHY COOKING GUIDE book.
For easy to make meals, snacks and desserts, many of
which can be made ahead of time and frozen like soups,
casseroles, curries and delicious & weight friendly
muffins, cakes & desserts.
Print copies & eBooks are available online and print
copies are available as well, at my Blackwood & North
Adelaide Clinics.
Further details: www.healthy-guide.com
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